CHCC DAY LADIES TROPHIES HISTORY
CRIBB TROPHY
This trophy was originally donated (unknown when) by David Cribb. David curled at the
Ottawa Curling Club but donated money to help CHCC. He continued to do so and on the
passing of David and his wife their children, Margaret Crawford and David Cribb alternatively
provide $100 each year which is used to buy pins that are presented to the winner and runner
up.
ROSEBOWL TROPHY*
This is a club sponsored draw and trophy.
CASKEY TROPHY
Joan Kenny and her husband Jack sponsored the Caskey Trophy in memory of George Caskey.
George and Hugh Crawford were instrumental in forming the first Junior League at the Club.
Joan, a founding member, passed away in 2017
Originally this trophy as well as pins provided by Mrs. Kenny were awarded to the winners of a
challenge between the winners of the Day Ladies’ Caskey draw and the Business Women’s
Caskey draw. This game which was played on a Friday evening was cancelled in the late 1990s.
DIANA URQUHART TROPHY
Ross Urquhart (CHCC member) donated this trophy in member of his wife Diana who lost her
battle to breast cancer. Diana was a long-time curler and active volunteer with the Day Ladies.
TEDDE BARKER TROPHY
This trophy is presented to the winners of the original Whitman draw. The Whitman Trophy
(history unknown) was lost when it was sent out for engraving in 2014. While there the
company went bankrupt and the trophy was never returned. As there was no longer any
connection with the Whitman Family, the old Centennial trophy (history unknown) was
refurbished and renamed in honour of our founding member Tedde Barker. Tedde retired
from curling at age 91; a remarkable achievement.
TEAPOT “TROPHY”
This is a club sponsored draw with a donated Tea Pot as the trophy. Four games are played.
Originally the teams rotated weekly so each lady had an opportunity to skip. The body of the
teapot is awarded to the winner and the lid to the runner-up.
*The Cribb and Rosebowl draws were played simultaneously from October to Christmas. The Cribb was made up of
Skips and Thirds; the Rosebowl with leads and seconds. When this method was stopped, the Rosebowl was retired.

